The Oven

The oven is located in the back room 212 D, on the floor.

Directions for Use:
1. Make sure the oven is not plugged in.
2. Open the door and place the object needing heating on the rack, as shown in the picture below.
3. Close the door and make sure it is closed.
4. Plug in the oven.
5. Using the panel below set the dial to the correct temperature. Since the dial is numbered from 1 to 20 instead of in degrees this can be tricky. Typically each increment is supposed to be 25 degrees Celcius. For instance dial 1 would be 25 deg C while 10 would be 250 deg C.
6. You can leave your object in the oven for the necessary time, but it is suggested you check the oven occasionally, as it is quite shady.

7. Once you are done with the oven, make sure you remove your object, close the door, turn the power off and unplug the oven.

Things to Note:
1. While Don and I found the numbers to correspond to increments of 25 degrees you may want to use a thermal couple to double check the temperature you want is correct.
2. The oven is old, keep that in mind when using it.